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Mr. Johnson ,
"We did ourselves proud." These words , spoken by Malcolm Widmann, Branch Chief OlB 1, in
last month 's branch meeting were made in reference to the failure of a female SRO applicant.
I believe that RII personal involved in the denial of the license went to extreme measures to
make sure that the young lady would not receive a license based on failing the operations
portion of the examination. In doing so I believe the guidance identified in NUREG 1021 ,
Operator Licensing Examination Standards for Power Reactors, Revision 9, Supplement 1, was
not adhered to . I also believe that the young lady should not have been required to take the
operating portion of the exam based on her successful completion of the operations section of
the exam previously administered to her. The young lady previously passed the operating test,
but failed the written exam . However, the applicant passed the retake written exam with a high
score. Again guidance for what should have occurred can be found in NUREG 1021 .

If you look at the paper trail/conversations associated with the failure of the applicant, you will
find that after individuals in Headquarters were ready to suggest issuing a license to the
applicant, the individuals from RII involved in failing the applicant went back and came up with
additional comments to support a failure. Many of the actions taken by RII show how
determined they we were to make sure that the Region's proposed denial was upheld .

What happened to our values of integrity and being fair and honest? Those values, our values
certainty did not apply based on activities associated with administering the exam to the female
applicant.
After all , "We did ourselves proud. " And for doing so, individuals from RII who were involved in
the failure of the female applicant, were given an award.

Honesty and integrity on display! Truly, if they were on display, the female applicant would be
issued a license.
Edwin Lea,

Senior Licensing Examiner, RII



